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A cursed destiny. A band of warriors. And one troubled kingdom.

It is whispered in Agathia that the legendary warriors of the mist—cursed by the gods—can be summoned
only when a champion is needed and the cause is just. Gideon, their captain, knows this to be the one path
that will lead his men to redemption—lest they face an eternity of damnation.

Years have passed since anyone has journeyed to the river’s edge, but times are desperate. Oppressed by a
cruel guardian whose dark magic threatens to destroy her people, the beautiful and courageous Merewen
calls upon the bespelled warriors. In Gideon she finds more than a champion, and in his arms, more than
protection. However, their enemies are fighting with a power darker than anything than they imagined, and
should Gideon fail, she will lose everything she holds dear—including her heart.  
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Most helpful customer reviews

8 of 9 people found the following review helpful.
B+ for first in new fantasy/romance series
By Jen Twimom
My Rating: 3.5 stars: Liked it - recommend (B+)

Lady Merewen's family possesses a good magic that allows them to "communicate" with and care for the
horses of the land. This gift provides the family and keep with a secure financial status. Their talent is passed



to one member of each generation, and that family member is head of the household. However, when
Merewen's father passed away, her evil Uncle Fagan stepped in and was awarded custody over the keep. His
greed and desire for power has corrupted many men in the keep, and Fagan's neglect as all but broken the
manor. After finding an ancient text that promises the help of the Warriors of the Mist, Merewen dares a trip
to the River of the Damned to call upon the gods. And the gods answer her call by sending the fabled
warriors to aid her.

The mythology of My Lady Mage isn't one hundred percent original, however it's different enough to make
the story interesting. The world-building is subtle yet complete, drawing me in over the course of the book.
The setting is similar to the historical lands of England, with god-sent immortal warriors in a river instead of
a Lady in the Lake and King Arthur. Each of the five warriors have secrets and stories to share that will be
divulged as the series progresses.

Right from the get go, there is an attraction between the Damned captain, Gideon and our heroine, Merewen.
However for me, it read more like a father - daughter relationship in the early stages of the book. In fact,
their first kiss was awkward and I didn't feel the romance at all. I also felt that early on there was almost too
much "immediate" bonding - Merewen isn't phased at all by these mysterious men with their magical
animal(ish) sidekicks. There was trust from the start and I felt it should have been earned.

However, as the book progressed, my early concerns were forgotten, and I was engaged in the story. The
fates of Gideon's men are tied to his actions. He is judged after each calling, and if he fails to meet the gods
expectations, they are all doomed to an afterlife of wandering alone in the dark. Gideon constantly weighs
his decisions, and I admire his careful thought process. One such exchange that I felt was superbly executed
was when Lady Merewen open's herself up emotionally and offers herself to Gideon. She is honest and so
unsure, but willing to put it all out there knowing they may not have another chance. Her strength is
amazing. Gideon wants her so badly, but must weigh his individual needs against the good of his men and
what the gods will bless or condemn. The entire section was emotionally satisfying and even a bit romantic
and smexy.

My Lady Mage is clearly the first "chapter" in a much larger tale. The warriors and Merewen may have won
the battle, but the war is far from over. Fagan was only the pawn of the Duke, who is using dark magic. We
have hints about what this man is capable of, but we have no idea what his ultimate goals are. The keep is
safe for now, but the warriors only have a couple of months left in the land of the living to end the
unidentified evil that is spreading.

In the end, I enjoyed this story and look forward to reading the next story, Her Knight's Quest, coming
March 2013. My Lady Mage is first and foremost a solidly-written fantasy, and the romance is secondary to
the overall tale. The book lays the groundwork for the future of the series, which holds much promise.
Although a fantasy story, it has a paranormal-historical feel that I think will appeal to a large audience.

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
A great start to a new series
By Sandy S.
MY LADY MAGE (Warriors of the Mist #1) by Alexis Morgan

MY LADY MAGE is the first novel and new release (July 3, 2012) in Alexis Morgan's new Warriors of the
Mist series.

From the back cover: The legendary Warriors of the Mist-cursed by the gods-can be summoned only when a



champion is needed and the cause is just.

Lady Merewen was desperate. The citizens of Agathia were suffering under Duke Keirthan's rule and her
own people were forced to endure the abusive nature of her Uncle Fagan. Calling upon the powers of the
mage, Merewen summoned the Damned Warriors from the depths of their watery hell, knowing that to call
upon their services was a pact not to be entered into lightly. Hoping the tales of Warriors held true, Merewen
forged a magical alliance with the men she would soon come to call friends and family.

Captain Gideon had led his Warriors throughout the centuries. And it had been many years since they were
last summoned from the river near Agathia. But the sight of the beautiful woman, standing before them had
Gideon hoping their centuries of suffering would be enough to allow the Lady of the River to finally forgive
and allow the men a peaceful and well deserved ever-after. His men had endured their loneliness and years of
depravation without complaint. Knowing it was his words and pleas that forced his men into the watery
depths so many centuries ago, Gideon was hoping this summons would finally free he and his men. With
only 3 months to complete their duty, Gideon will soon realize that it is more than a beautiful woman's
summons that has called to him but to his heart as well.

Merewen possesses a power, a magical ability and it is with her power that she was able to keep her Uncle
Fagan from truly destroying the Keep that she and her late-father had once loved and cherished. But Fagan
needed Merewen in more ways than one, for she was to be a pawn in a game of Dark magic between Fagan
and the elusive Duke Keirthan. And it was the Dark Magic that will force the Warriors to reconsider the
exact nature of the evil surrounding the people of Agathia and the Keep where Merewen's people resided.
Merewen, as true heir to the Keep, knew that Fagan's hold over the people was only temporary, but it was his
cruel and evil temperament that brought both physical and emotional pain to many including his wife Alina.

We are introduced to Gideon's fellow Warriors of the Mist along with their `companions' in battle and life.
The mage-marked Kane who silently bears the burden of a dark family history; Murdoch who knows that to
act on his true feelings could result in sorrow for someone in who he has grown close: the scholar Duncan
who continually searches for the truth behind the growing power of evil: and the young warrior Averel who
stands tall and proud ready to protect everyone at a moments notice. But it is the warrior's individual
companions known as Shadow, Hob, Scim, Ebony and Alabaster, and Kiva who will battle along side their
banished brethren and know that even in hell, everyone needs to call someone or something their own.

There is a dark evil and magical power that surrounds the Duke and those he commands. The blood bond
formed between Fagan and Keirthan will force Fagan into a alliance that he will no longer value and one that
will ultimately end the lives of those he once trusted as well as his own. But it is the growing relationship
between Gideon and Merewen that will reveal to the Damned that perhaps all is not hopeless, and that maybe
the Lady of the River will look upon their centuries of duty and finally forgive them their mistake made so
many years ago.

Alexis Morgan writes a wonderful tale about 5 Warriors Damned to suffer eternity under the watery depths
of the river near the village of Agathia. The novel is fast paced, well developed and never falters. With the
introduction of 5 warriors, there will be plenty of storylines and heroes to break your heart and win over any
reader of both fantasy and romance. A great start to a new series. I am looking forward to HER KNIGHT'S
QUEST-Warriors of the Mist #2

see all of my reviews at : thereadingcafe.com

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.



4.5 stars for My Lady Mage
By Stephanie G (Reviewer for Paranormal Haven)
No longer able to stand by as her people suffer from her uncle's cruelty, Merewen calls upon the warriors of
the mist for help. Having to earn redemption from the gods he and his men pledged their souls to, Captain
Gideon is ready to fight to free Merewen and her people from abuse and neglect but soon realizes that
something more sinister is at work. If Gideon and his men don't stop the dark magic from spreading across
the land of Agathia, they will be eternally damned.

From the beginning, I was drawn to Merewen's altruism and courage. She risks a beating from her uncle by
seeking out the river where legend says a band of warriors rest, waiting to be called upon by someone the
gods deem worthy of their aid. She accepts the punishment because she'd risk anything to help her people be
free. She demonstrates how brave and headstrong she is early on and continues to do so throughout the book
as she defies her uncle and refuses to give in to Gideon's demand of her stepping aside and hide to stay safe.
She has a modern way of thinking when it came to the place of women that made her easily relatable. All
this, in addition to her unique ability to call upon horses, made her a fascinating heroine I could easily read
more of.

After a terrible incident that cost innocent lives, Gideon and his men have spent centuries fighting battles in
hopes one day the gods would consider them redeemed and allow them to pass on. Merewen is unlike any of
the callers he's had before and he's unable to keep himself from getting personally involved with her. Gideon
is a very impressive warrior and I loved the loyalty he had for his men. What I admired most about him was
how, even though he would have preferred her tucked safely away, he respected and supported Merewen. I
felt she was the real standout in this book but Gideon was great in his own right and deserving of the title
champion.

The romance between Gideon and Merewen was not an over the top scorcher but exactly right for them.
Because of what Gideon is and who he answers to, there are obstacles between them and I enjoyed watching
them bring them down. Gideon is not the only warrior who allowed himself to fall for a woman. His fellow
warrior Murdoch has eyes for the female who greatly suffered at the hands of Merewen's uncle. Their
relationship is new and very delicate and I look forward to seeing how it grows.

What first starts out as a mission to free Merewen and her people turns into something much bigger. There's
dark magic in Agathia that if it's not stopped, will overrun the land and bring suffering to all. I thought that
this story was well integrated into what was taking place on Merewen's land and opened the series to
interesting possibilities.

Led by a spirited and caring heroine, My Lady Mage was a fantasy adventure that didn't take long to
completely pull me in. The characters, the romance, the plot, everything came together and made for a great
read. I really hope each warrior gets their own book not just so I can learn more about them but also their
unusual, and very cool, avatars. Each warrior has one, which includes a sassy mountain cat and a gargoyle
with attitude, and I thought they added a fun twist to each character.

I think people who enjoy reading fantasy romance will really like this one.

See all 25 customer reviews...
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store the book in MMC or computer system disk as well as they are available to check out at any time. The
thriving system by reading this soft documents of the My Lady Mage: A Warriors Of The Mist Novel
(Signet Eclipse) By Alexis Morgan can be leaded into something brand-new habit. So currently, this is time
to confirm if reading can boost your life or otherwise. Make My Lady Mage: A Warriors Of The Mist Novel
(Signet Eclipse) By Alexis Morgan it certainly work and also get all benefits.
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